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FELDBUSCHWIESNER presents Daniele Buetti in his solo exhibition FLAGS. 
 

Hypnotic and immersive: Buetti's new series Flags is a story of art and perception. 
The inspiration for these dazzling, luminous colour prints of manipulated national flags came from 
Buetti's sound installation It’s all in the mind, which was exhibited in 2014 in the Rotunda of the 
Schirn Kunsthalle in Frankfurt and explores the interweaving of the virtual and physical experience 
of colour. 
The over-saturated colours in Flags increase the intensity of these national symbols beyond 
recognition. The colour progressions move between lyrical abstraction and colour field painting, 
immediately capturing the attention of the viewer. 
Daniele Buetti became well-known in the 90s with his series Looking for Love, where he distorted 
and manipulated photographs from the fashion world. Here, however, he moves away from the 
realm of the picture. With the expansive wall pieces presented in Flags, Buetti creates a space of 
discovery that heightens the viewers' imagination and alters their perception. 
 
The national colours portrayed in Flags are intensified to such an extent that they blur and 
become unrecognisable; any association is completely lost. What are the boundaries you are 
wanting to break down here? 
 

When working with the imagined colours of my sound installation, I happened upon the obvious yet 
fascinating relationship between flags and panel painting. 
Take the following definition: A flag is an abstract, two-dimensional arrangement of colours, 
surfaces and symbols composed in rectangular form. It is usually made of cloth, but can also 
include other materials such as paper, plastic or metal. A painted portrayal of a flag often fulfils the 
same function as the flag itself. 
The colour progressions that are displayed move between lyrical abstraction and colour field 
painting. They are situated at that point where the experience of colour goes beyond figuration and 
representation, where intangible spoken communication also occurs. 
On the other hand, flags function as symbols of identity, demarcation, unity, territorial claim etc. 
I like this deception and vertigo – shaking them up in the wind until nothing remains of their original 
function other than couleur. 
 
Simultaneous Abbild and Lichtbild: what are the roles of these two characteristics of 
photography in the concept of Flags? 
 

Here I would favour the terms sharp and blurred. The interesting thing in this context is how 
photography constantly strives to obtain the ultimate sharpness – as if a sharp image somehow 
contains more information than a blurred one. 
 
In chromotherapy, conditions and aspects of life are assigned colours in an attempt to gain 
knowledge about the psyche of a person. What are your memories of colour systems and 
emotions? 
 

Once, in an art lesson – I was 7 or 8 years old – I discovered my box of coloured pencils had fallen 
open in my school bag. The pens lay strewn across the bottom of my bag, underneath all my 
books, my packed lunch, my catapult and Panini football cards. Perhaps out of laziness, perhaps 
out of absent-mindedness, I just grabbed the first pen that my fingers came across. With it, I then 
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drew a sunny countryside scene with meadows, a country lane, a house, a stream and mountains, 
tractors, children and animals. Entirely in yellow. 
Today I organise my shoes: brown with brown, black with back. And the shirts in my wardrobe. I 
even arrange my socks according to colour – black. My felt tips, however, are completely 
disorganised. 
 
How did you come up with the idea of colour hypnosis that eventually lead to the theme of 
Flags? 
 

Right from the start, I saw colour meditation as a metaphor. 
Contemplation in itself is a strong mental exercise; it is not simply a lazy activity to help oneself 
relax. Mental immersion heightens self-awareness. Both the activities of immersion and viewing art 
lead to increased activity in the brain. It's all in the mind allows pure colour to appear in the 
imagination of the individual. I liked this idea: the expectations of a visit to a museum – such as, for 
example, broadening ones knowledge, going beyond every-day sensory perceptions – are reflected 
in the acoustic arrangement of the installation. Colour plays an important role in the visualisation of 
transcendental experiences, form the works of Kandinsky, Mondrian and Malewitsch to Mark 
Rothko, Barnett Newmann and James Turrell. Given that, for many, painting is a synonym for art, 
and the art of painting first and foremost means application of colour, it seemed necessary to me to 
interweave the virtual and physical experience of colour. Right there, in the Rotunda of the Schirn: 
an interface where the everyday intersects with the designated entrance to a temple of art. 
 
The inscribing of brand names into the skin of models is a motif that you seared onto 
collective visual memory in the 90s. From Looking for Love and the manipulated magazine 
images in Oh boy oh boy to Flags and It's all in the mind: your work seems to be heading in 
an increasingly abstract – and immaterial – direction. 
 

The collection of work in Flags or the deconstructed images from the Oh boy oh boy series are just 
as concrete and descriptive as portraits of supermodels. All these works are rooted in the media-
ruled reproduction of the world – whether it's in pop culture or in social, political events. 
 
Intervention art, performance, installation, photography, video, sound and digital media – 
which direction is your work heading in? Which spheres have you not yet entered and which 
media have you not yet experimented with? 
 

I am completely indifferent to all of these categories. The medium is merely the work tool. So long 
as I don't try to nail jelly to the wall and allow myself to be guided only by what is necessary, I will 
hopefully continue to avoid experimenting with different media and techniques. As somebody once 
said: If your only tool is a hammer, you'll view every problem as a nail. 
 
 
Daniele Buetti was born in 1955 in Fribourg. Since 2004, he has held the position of professor of 
photography at the Kunstakademie Münster. His work can be found in renowned international 
collections including the Daimler Art Collection in Berlin, the Maison Européene de la Photographie 
in Paris, the Migros Museum für Gegenwartskunst in Zurich, the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte 
Reina Sofia in Madrid, and the Thyssen-Bornemisza Contemporary Art Foundation in Salzburg. 
In addition, his works have been exhibited all over the world in many museums and galleries, 
including the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía in Madrid, the Haus der Kunst in Munich, 
Fotomuseum Winterthur, the Kunsthalle zu Kiel, the Kunstmuseum Bern, the Migros Museum für 
Gegenwartskunst in Zurich, the Museum der Moderne in Salzburg, and the ZKM in Karlsruhe. His 
latest solo exhibition It’s all the mind, exhibited at the Schirn Kunsthalle in Frankfurt (2014), received 
an outstanding response. Daniele Buetti currently lives and works in Münster and Zurich. 


